
Fitted with the amazing Evertune® bridge, the Tripper 
Professional only needs to be tuned when you 
change the strings. With a 24 inch scale, the 
instrument features a maple neck with a 20 fret 
rosewood fingerboard, a zero fret, and a mini-
headstock with locking tuners. To create a 
professional playing experience, a pair of dual rail 
humbucker pickups, with coil tap function, are 
mounted on the Tripper's solid poplar body, along 
with a 3 way pickup selector, push pull volume control 
- for coil tap selection - tone control, and the 
incredible Evertune® bridge. 

Packed in bag: 21” x 10” x 3” Weight: 5 lbs

Specifications: 
 
Body constructed from solid poplar 
 
Maple neck with rosewood fingerboard and zero fret
 
20 frets with 24 inch (610 mm) scale
 
42mm nut width
 
Locking tuners (machine heads) 
 
Evertune® bridge with full height and intonation adjustment
 
Pickups  Two low noise dual coil humbuckers with twin blade 
                pole piece and Alnico 5 magnet for more sensitive 
                response and clear tone. Resistance 13.6K   Inductance 9.6H
 
3 way pickup selector 
 
Push pull volume control - for coil tap selection 
 
Tone controls
 
Dimensions:   
 
Length folded: max 54 cm (21”) 
 
Width folded: 20 cm (8”)
 
Depth: 6 cm (2.5” )
 
Weight Complete with carry bag : 2.4kg (5 lbs) 
 
Finish:  satin black
 
Accessories included :
 
Carry bag
Packed (folded) size:  approx 55 x 30x 7 cm (21 x 11½ x 2¾ inches)
 
 
 
low noise dual coil single pickup & twin blade pole piece
more sensitive response and clear tone.
#1120 SB3  all position   13.6K   9.6H
 
 
Cover: Plastic
- Cable: 4 conduct with shield
- Magnet: Alnico 5
- Output Resistance: 11.1 K
 
 Output DC Resistance: Approx. 12 K
star Magnet: Alnico V
 
 
 
 Neck,Center, Bridge position
¢º Sensitivity and Clear sound Humbucker 
¡Ü Hum cancel wiring
¡Ü Blade type
¡Ü Two pieces of Plastic bobbins 
¡Ü Fiber material bottom plate
¡Ü Ceramic Magnet Bar
¡Ü Maximum string Spacing : 57.5 m/m 
¡Ü Four conductor with shield : 350 m/m length

Specifications: 
 
Body constructed from solid poplar.
 
Maple neck with rosewood fingerboard and zero fret.
 
20 frets with 24 inch (610 mm) scale.
 
42mm nut width.
 
Locking tuners (machine heads) .
 
Evertune® bridge with full height and intonation adjustment.
 
Pickups  Two low noise dual coil humbuckers with twin blade pole 
               piece and Alnico 5 magnet for more sensitive response  
               and clear tone. Resistance 13.6K   Inductance 9.6H.
 
3 way pickup selector .
 
Push pull volume control - for coil tap selection .
 
Tone control.
 
Dimensions:   
 
Length folded: max 54 cm (21”) 
 
Width folded: 20 cm (8”)
 
Depth: 6 cm (2.5” )
 
Weight Complete with carry bag : 2.4kg (5 lbs) 
 
Finish:  satin black
 
Accessories included :
 
Carry bag 
 
Packed (folded) size:  approx 55 x 30x 7 cm (21 x 11½ x 2¾ inches)
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Snap Dragon Folding Travel Guitars
Designed and built in the UK, played all over the world.

Tripper Professional
Gerry Dale and Robin Millar’s Tripper Professional is a beautifully 
crafted, professional electric folding guitar fitted with an Evertune® 
bridge, which is the only bridge that keeps the strings in tune until 
they need to be changed. Taking only a few seconds to fold away 
or unfold, Tripper will pass through any airport cabin bag measure 
so you can take it on the plane with you with no hassle or 
bargaining with the crew!
 
Featuring two quality dual-rail humbuckers, a bespoke maple neck 
and with the patented Evertune®  bridge, this great instrument has 
the unique feature of being in tune as soon as it’s unfolded! More 
than that, this fully pro-spec instrument will stay in tune for a two-
hour set—or even longer! No motors, no batteries, just precision 
tension engineering.  You only tune this guitar once… when you 
change the strings!
 

Video Tripper at NAMM

Video Tripper SET UP

Video Tripper DEMO


